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Two 4K restorations by IndieCollect
 Lineage (1979) and The Meadows Green (1974) 

will screen March 9 as part of

GRIFFITI:
LINEAGE AND OTHER ANIMATION BY GEORGE GRIFFIN

 
Join us Saturday, March 9, at 6:30pm for this Metrograph Retrospective 

and tribute to George Griffin and DeeDee Halleck.
Both will be present for Q&A sessions with the audience.

It has been 50 years since New York animator George Griffin used black beans
against a white background to make Rapid Transit, a kinetic, percussive film
that packed a stream of inventiveness and wit into its three minutes. His jazz-
like films grew increasingly elaborate, incorporating personal observation,
formal play, and the subversion of Hollywood cartoon tropes.

The new 4K restoration by IndieCollect of Griffin’s 1979
masterpiece Lineage is a playful journey through an invented film history.
Featuring his square-headed animator as protagonist, the film serves as a fun-
filled and thought-provoking tour of Griffin’s career.

An animator, independent filmmaker, and flip-book artist, Griffin has made
over thirty films. Along with creating his singular brand of animation, Griffin has
also written essays and reviews that have appeared in Film Comment,
Pervasive Animation, Cartoons, EnterText and the International Journal of
Animation.

Legendary film critic and programmer Amos Vogel’s words
about Lineage apply to the entire Griffin’s entire filmography: “[Griffin] brilliantly
proves that animation — far from being cinema’s stepchild — is actually one of
its glories.”

Also featured in the program is IndieCollect’s new 4K restoration of 
The Meadows Green, co-directed by DeeDee Halleck and George Griffin.
Using live action and animation, it documents a 1974 performance by the Bread
and Puppet Theater. Founded in 1963, the Bread and Puppet Theater was
the brainchild of German-born sculptor, dancer and baker Peter Schumann and
his wife Elka. Merging the parade of handmade puppets with the distribution
of sourdough bread, their imaginative performances combined political and
social issues with a great sense of fun. The group continues to tour today.

Both films are in the permanent collection of the Museum of Modern Art, which
commissioned the restorations.

DeeDee Halleck is an internationally renowned filmmaker, teacher and
media activist, who has campaigned passionately for media democracy for
more than 40 years. As co-founder of Paper Tiger Television and the Deep Dish
Satellite Network, she planted an array of technologies — home video, cable
television and online and satellite broadcasting — firmly in the hands of
community organizers and low-income media-makers. Halleck has served as a
trustee of the American Film Institute, Women Make Movies, and the
Instructional Telecommunications Foundation. She has received the George
Stoney Award from the Alliance for Community Media, the Lifetime
Achievement Award of the National Alliance for Media Arts and Culture
(NAMAC), and the 2003 Herbert Schiller Award.
 
Both DeeDee Halleck and George Griffin will be in attendance at the
Metrograph.

See you at the cinema!

Sandra Schulberg and the IndieCollect Team
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